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Clausing Industrial
PRESS RELEASE
Clausing 20" Industrial Drills Can Again Wear the 'MADE IN AMERICA' Label
Clausing Industrial, Inc has moved their 20" Industrial Drill Manufacturing
Back To The USA. All castings, components and assembly are done by
American Workers to the highest American Manufacturing Standards,
meaning more Jobs for America.
The American Made 20" floor drills are designed and built to meet virtually
any heavy-duty drilling requirement. The drills are available in column, table
with legs and up-to four head multiple spindle models. All feature a massive,
heavy-duty precision head with all bearing surfaces precision bored
simultaneously for exact alignment, ball bearing support to absorb both radial
and thrust loads, 4" turned and ground steel column for rigidity and a precision ground oil through table.
Clausing 20" Drills are available with low/high infinitely variable speeds from
150 to 2000 rpm and 200-1300 rpm or 300-2000 rpm infinitely variable speed
ranges. Clausing Drills have a drilling capacity of 1.25" in cast iron, .875" in
mild steel and 3MT spindle nose. A range of accessories are available that
includes Air-Hydraulic Feed, Coolant System, Dual Palm Button, Drill Chucks
and Arbors, Electric Foot Control, Top Mesh Belt Guard and Work Light.
2011 is Clausing’s 100 year anniversary, starting the New Century, Clausing
Industrial, Inc is dedicated to increase the number of machine tools in their
product line that can wear the 'MADE IN AMERICA' Label
meaning more opportunities for American Workers.
To celebrate our first 100 years of providing machine tools to the manufacturing industry and the return of drill
press production to America, Clausing will manufacture the 100th Anniversary Commemorative Drill Press
thru-out 2011.
Clausing products are covered with a one year warranty and backed by the Clausing Service Center dedicated to
support our customers with parts and service. For more details and complete specifications on Clausing Industrial
20" Drills; contact Clausing Industrial Inc., 1819 North Pitcher Street, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49007;
Phone toll free 800-323-0972; Fax 269-345-5945; Web Site www.clausing-industrial.com;
E-mail info@clausing-industrial.com.
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